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Universities in the United States are currently perceived—and

expected—to be founts of innovation for a growing economy. In addition to

their traditional roles of teaching, research, and outreach, most institutions

now recognize an obligation to promote economic development—or, viewed

more widely, to optimize their economic relevance. Modern universities have

always had a large economic footprint, frequently being their regions’ largest

employers. But economic relevance implies a different kind of impact. It

refers above all to the conviction that research universities must not only

generate inventions, but also take steps to ensure that the inventions will be

transferred to and developed into innovations in the private sector. Thus,

“economic relevance” is a general term for the university activities that are di-

rectly or indirectly linked with the private sector, like patenting and licensing,

launching and nurturing new firms, conducting research for industry, and

cultivating academic fields that contribute to technological advance.

The expectation that universities should optimize their economic relevance

is endorsed by a broad coalition of legislators, entrepreneurs, economic

growth pundits, and academic leaders. Although American universities have

long engaged in some of these activities, and have greatly enlarged this role

since about 1980, the twenty-first century has witnessed an intensification of

external inducements and internal willingness to emphasize these tasks. This

book explains what this recent intensification of economic relevance means

for American universities.

The movement to consecrate the university as a source of innovation for

industry is driven by several powerful rationales. First, changes in the global

economy have made advanced industrial countries like the United States

increasingly dependent on the generation and utilization of sophisticated

knowledge. At the same time, global competition has created a “flat world”
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in which traditional manufacturing and some service industries are being

exported to more efficient producers. A consensus has consequently formed

that the vitality of U.S. industry is increasingly based on the capacity to gen-

erate innovations. The comparative advantage of the United States lies in its

huge base of advanced science and technology, especially in its universities.

Competing or even surviving in a globalized setting, according to this sce-

nario, demands that universities fulfill a crucial role in the innovation pro-

cess.

Second, this view of the economy has been assimilated into public policy.

The principal federal science agencies require industrial partners for many

major grants. Even more targeted policies have been adopted by the states.

Nearly every state has launched initiatives to stimulate technology-based eco-

nomic development. These programs typically encourage universities to found

new companies and to assist small enterprises in conducting research. More

ambitious states have committed substantial resources to provide research in-

frastructure in critical technologies likely to spawn innovation and economic

activity. Universities have responded to these initiatives with alacrity, eager to

be seen as loyal contributors to economic growth and grateful for contribu-

tions to needed scientific infrastructure.

Third, developments within science itself have greatly expanded the pos-

sibilities for high-tech innovations. Molecular biology, or biotechnology,

was this era’s most prominent pathbreaking “science-based technology”—a

field in which the most basic scientific research yielded discoveries with

unmistakable commercial potential. This scientific revolution in the foun-

dations of biology thus turned basic scientists into inventors and entrepre-

neurs. A pattern was set, and to varying degrees it has been replicated in

nanotechnology, photonics, informatics, and other emerging fields of sci-

ence. Major universities are inherently committed to these areas as rapidly

advancing frontiers of scientific discovery; but these fields are also rich with

potential for commercially valuable innovations.

Despite the powerful momentum behind economic relevance, many of its

features raise doubts as well. Although government policies deserve some

credit for the vigor of science-based technologies, state policies are often

poorly designed, and the economic theories (“assumptions” might be a

better term) that lie behind them can be questionable. Unlike the federal

government, states face a dual problem of both stimulating economic ac-

tivity and capturing it within their own borders. Optimistic assumptions

about innovation systems or economic clusters are echoed but seldom criti-
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cally examined. The long-term benefits of these investments involve mul-

tiple contingencies that are virtually impossible to evaluate in the short run.

University efforts to develop and commercialize innovations have under-

gone a progressive rationalization. While some university inventions find a

niche in the marketplace, far more have found commercial success elusive.

The reality is that substantial market risk exists in starting a new company

or finding a licensee for a patent. Universities realized through experience

that careful planning and timely assistance would materially improve the

chances for success. Thus, the technology transfer process itself has de-

manded increasing resources to expand the scope of activities to include, for

example, the nurturing of new firms and the marketing of licenses.

The lures of economic relevance have affected the core academic mission

of universities in both obvious and subtle ways. Most conspicuous have been

efforts to accommodate the “innovative” sciences. Support for science-based

technologies has been welcomed by faculty members and university leaders

alike. Deliberate steps to restructure academic programs on an interdiscipli-

nary basis are now ubiquitous, as is the proliferation of special institutes for

science-based technologies. Incorporating these new fields—or new combi-

nations of older fields—into the departmental and curricular structure of

universities has been a challenge. A limiting factor in virtually all cases has

been the need for expensive new facilities. Even when new facilities have

been financed and built, the new fields present an organizational conun-

drum of avoiding isolated “silos” and integrating teams of specialists into aca-

demic units. Universities have experimented with various models to blend

new ways of organizing scientists with the traditional structure of colleges

and departments, leading some to believe that the future lies in a heavier

emphasis on entrepreneurial research centers and institutes.

How or whether to teach these research specializations has been less

clear. For example, degree programs in nanotechnology are rare, although

perhaps not for long. University concerns about making serious commit-

ments to novel educational offerings dissipate as rival institutions chart new

terrain, often where a continuous flow of research funding creates new sci-

entific niches. The necessity of maintaining critical mass in emerging hybrid

fields has affected the recruitment and composition of students. The rapidity

with which U.S. universities have embraced and developed these de-

manding subjects has been a remarkable accomplishment, but there is no

slowing down on this fast track, and continuing progress poses ever-larger

challenges.
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Universities have created senior administrative positions devoted to eco-

nomic development and have encouraged a more entrepreneurial culture

among the faculty. New upper-administrative offices dedicated to fostering

entrepreneurialism bring a distinctive outlook on university roles and re-

sponsibilities to institutional decision making, adding to the already in-

grained structures for technology transfer, community outreach, industrial

liaison, and business assistance.

All these adaptations feed the momentum behind economic relevance.

Substantial doubts nevertheless remain about elevating it to the status of an

explicit university mission. Within universities, economic relevance is far

from enjoying consensus support. The largest task of universities is the edu-

cation of young people, and in the popular mind this function overshadows

all others. Next largest is the advancement of knowledge, whether through

scientific research or critical interpretation. Both these roles presuppose

objective scholar-teachers and disinterested institutions. Universities are ex-

pected to be honest brokers in the pursuit and dissemination of knowledge—

and rightly so. Universities are above all concentrations of experts in myriad

fields whose reputations and careers are based upon rigorously evaluated

contributions to knowledge and understanding. All these activities are gen-

erally distanced from the shadow of commercial interest and assumed to

contribute to the public good. The American university today harbors a la-

tent antagonism between its intrinsic commitment to learning and its pur-

ported embrace of economic relevance, an ideological tension combined

with practical coexistence.

Whether or not new conditions in the global economy demand that U.S.

universities change their mode of operations to bring forth the innovations

desired by American industry is a question as daunting as it is perplexing.

What should be clear is that the forces bringing change to science, tech-

nology, industry, and the economy will also affect universities. But myriad

questions remain about the implications for universities.

The next chapter places the role of economic relevance in context. Amer-

ican universities have been creating technology and conveying it to external

users since the nineteenth century. The technology transfer activities they

have embraced since 1980 are new in many respects, but scarcely alien.

They have nevertheless been assailed by critics who consider entanglements

with industry to be incompatible with the norms of disinterested scholar-

ship. Critics have eagerly publicized occasions when these norms seemed

jeopardized, but the general forebodings that involvement with technology
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transfer would fundamentally alter the nature of universities have not

come to pass. Instead, since 2000 a consensus on the enhancement of uni-

versity interactions with industry has encompassed federal science agencies,

state governments, donors, corporations, and virtually every university.

University involvement with economic relevance is the reality of the

twenty-first century, yet it remains widely resisted or misunderstood. The

remainder of this book endeavors to clarify the complexity and ambiguity of

this relationship by examining four key features.

Chapter 2 addresses how universities contribute to innovation—the de-

sired fruition of economically relevant research. Although innovation is

usually considered an undifferentiated phenomenon, this chapter describes

two distinct tracks of innovation and how universities relate differently to

each. One entails university patenting and licensing, and the small tech-

nology companies or spin-offs that attempt to commercialize most university

intellectual property. These companies are particularly prized for purposes of

economic development, and universities have steadily enlarged their efforts

to assure their success in the face of unfavorable odds. However, the far

larger track of innovation runs through the laboratories of established cor-

porations, and their relationships with university research have been more

contentious. Research is conducted quite differently across industries, and

universities have generally not been flexible in adapting their policies

accordingly. Most corporate labs have in fact deemphasized fundamental

research and now look increasingly to external performers to complement

internal R&D. Capitalizing on this opportunity, at least some universities

have become more accommodative to research relationships with industry,

and some corporations have established long-term partnerships with uni-

versity units.

Chapter 3 examines how state policies to promote technology-based eco-

nomic development have affected universities. Since 2000, virtually every

state has established or expanded these initiatives. Most important has been

the trend toward “upstream” policies that focus on stimulating university

research in economically relevant fields. Such initiatives are analyzed for

California, New York, Georgia, and Arizona. In the first two, the largest

state economies, large expenditures have managed to produce fairly large

actual or potential impacts. More carefully targeted programs in Georgia and

Arizona have seeded units oriented toward economic relevance in their re-

spective universities. In general, upstream state policies have provided a pow-

erful incentive for universities to embrace economic relevance. Initiatives in
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these states have yielded positive results for increasing federally funded re-

search and recruiting firms, and they have strengthened individual universi-

ties as well.

Chapter 4 analyzes university patenting and licensing and the operations

of the offices charged with these responsibilities. Controversy has sur-

rounded technology transfer offices as they seek to mediate between the

world of academic inventors and that of commerce. Critics have charged that

university patenting of research tools and overreach in intellectual property

claims can inhibit technology transfer, diminishing the public good. But tech

transfer professionals argue that the public good is only served when in-

ventions are licensed and developed into commercial products. Evidence

presented here qualifies both these claims. This chapter identifies current

practices that seek to bridge the gap more effectively between embryonic

academic discoveries and marketable products. Universities have continually

enlarged the scope of technology transfer operations in an attempt to gen-

erate more innovation and licensing revenue, but relative productivity has

apparently declined. Tech transfer offices primarily are oriented toward the

small-company track of innovation, but diminishing returns suggest that

more emphasis should be directed toward the corporate track.

Chapter 5 explores how the pursuit of economic relevance has challenged

departments and schools at the academic core of universities. The science-

based technologies that inform relevant fields are inherently interdiscipli-

nary and hence not easily assimilated into traditional academic depart-

ments. Universities have consequently had to devise new organizational

structures, formulate new strategies for hiring faculty, and create large re-

search institutes for fields with substantial external support. Contrary to

popular misconceptions, economic relevance has not produced a tilt toward

applied research. Universities have been willing to make these adjustments

to the academic core because the science-based technologies represent

cutting-edge science. Hence, the race for economic relevance has been a

competition for academic eminence.

The final chapter argues that economic relevance has had a substantial

though not transformative impact on American universities. It has devel-

oped and expanded a complementary role for these multipurpose institu-

tions, but a role with inherent limitations. Despite metanarratives about

globalization and the knowledge society, university contributions to inno-

vation and the social resources available for this purpose are both finite. Ef-

fort and luck may be required just to sustain current levels. Some possibili-
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ties for growth may be found from cultivating deeper ties with corporate re-

search, but industry ultimately determines this relationship. Many of the

upstream initiatives of state governments were designed to provide singular

boosts to economically relevant research and may not have sequels. Never-

theless, the mandate to spawn innovations for the U.S. economy has

brought universities the resources to augment their expertise and research

capacity in crucially important fields of science. And discoveries in those

fields have contributed, and promise to contribute more, to the technolog-

ical edge of U.S. industry. Economic relevance will remain attractive for

American universities as long as this vital relationship holds.
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